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Energy cost awareness is the
main trend in building

automation and industry

Christian Irrschik, Managing

Director for Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia

in WAGO Kontakttechnik

Dear Mr. Irrschik, how do you assess the
current business climate in South East
Europe?

After a clear decline of investment activities in
SEE had been noticeable in 2009, the situation and
perspectives are now improving. The SEE coun-
tries are precisely a market depending on Western
Europe. A decline in demand from Western Europe
has a detrimental effect on the Balkan countries, as
these partially function as an extended workbench.

Throughout the entire area, no OEM companies
in the areas of electrical engineering or automation
have so far been identified that would be able to
offer continuous processing in the long term. In my
opinion, this is certainly going to change over the
coming years.

Changes to the leadership of the SEE countries
and also the slow allocation of EU funds have cer-
tainly had an impact on the economic development,
but some progress can still be seen.

Which industries are the most promis-
ing ones for WAGO at the moment?

WAGO has an extensive product portfolio cover-
ing industry and building services equipment. There
are innovative products available in the areas of
printed circuit board terminals, electronics and pow-
er supplies as well.

Printed circuit board assembly, and this includes
printed circuit board terminals, becomes an ever
larger part of the enquiries. There is an increasing
trend in industrial plant construction to automate
plants or to bring them up to the latest state of the
art. The demand for automation is certainly rising
and, with our offer of complete solutions, we see a
positive market development in there.

What are the latest trends in building
and industrial automation and how
WAGO meets these new challenges?

The trend in building automation or in industry
goes in the direction of energy cost awareness. En-
ergy and electricity in particular, keeps getting more
expensive. More and more attention is paid to mon-
itoring and checking energy withdrawal. Require-
ments on the part of the operators are on the in-
crease whilst monitoring the cost of energy, to sim-
ply allow them to keep competing in the market.

There, WAGO current transformers in conjunc-
tion with WAGO I/O automation models meet all
requirements. This is about measuring, visualising,
evaluating and parameterising to space out peak
loads evenly and to recognise where countermea-
sures must be taken.

With the WAGO I/O XTR series - extended tem-
perature range, a closed system has been made
available which offers the possibility to operate
these modules at an ambient temperature of be-
tween -40 degrees C and +70 degrees C.

What is the current state of develop-
ment of the Bulgarian market of electri-
cal and automation equipment in com-
parison to neighbouring countries?

SEE NEWS

BCCI participated in an
International Energy Forum in

Belgrade
Belgrade hosted an International Forum enti-

tled „Serbia's role in the Balkans energy market",
which the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry was represented in by its Secretary Gen-
eral Vasil Todorov. This conference is the continua-
tion of a discussion held in Varna, in April this year,
regarding the benefits of the "South Stream"
Project for the business. The event was organized
with the partnership between the chambers of
commerce of Serbia, Bulgaria and Hungary.

The Forum laid emphasis on the Balkans ener-
gy market. Expectations on ensuring the natural
gas supplies to Europe were discussed.

Vasil Todorov indicated that big energy projects
need to comply with three basic principles: (1) pro-
viding undeniable benefits for the business and the
public, (2) full transparency in planning and realiz-
ing the projects and (3) diversification.

BCCI Secretary General highlighted that in the
present period, in regional aspect, coordinated ac-
tions of the countries are needed in order to estab-
lish a competitive market alternative, to decrease
prices and energy costs, to improve exports, to ex-
pand the opportunities for diversification and effec-
tive use of the renewable energy sources.

More competition is needed in the production of
electricity in the Balkans, greater transparency in the
award of public contracts for energy projects, includ-
ing a wider range of experts in the assessment.

The President of the Serbian Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry Zeljko Sertic and the Head of
Department "Strategies and energy policy" with the
Ministry of National Development of Hungary - Mi-
los Sipos, also expressed their positive stance on
the necessity of coordinated actions for the suc-
cessful launch and implementation of major ener-
gy projects in our region.

European Shale Gas & Oil
Summit Esgos 2014

The purpose of the European Shale Gas & Oil
Summit is to bring all the key stakeholders togeth-
er and to direct the industry towards a successful
and sustainable future across Europe. The 2nd Eu-
ropean Shale Gas and Oil Summit 2014 also in-
cludes an exhibition for shale gas operators, con-
tractors, service companies and consultants to
showcase and broadcast their applications, servic-
es and products. The conference will include multi-
ple conference streams covering the most ad-
vanced shale gas plays across Europe.

The shale gas industry has gathered momen-
tum and the event seeks to provide information
regarding:

•Implementing successful shale gas projects
•Best practice for community engagement
•Overcoming environmental concerns
•Completing the regulatory process
•Clarifying extensive regulation
•Commencing efficient operations.
With support from the Environmental Industries Com-

mission (EIC) the European Shale Gas and Oil Summit
2014 will include a strong focus on overcoming environ-
mental concerns within the UK and across Europe.

For more information visit: www.Esgos.eu

Which of those countries made most
progress and why?

WAGO is the world's largest manufacturer of
screwless connection systems. In automation, too,
we have risen to become a well-known manufac-
turer and developer.

At the beginning of WAGO's market activities in
Bulgaria, it was not easy to convince the interested
parties of the Cage Clamp and screwless connec-
tion systems. But due to higher demands and cost
awareness, acceptance and users' understanding
increased significantly, too.

Services, such as commissioning and after sales
services, are of great importance to WAGO. Here,
through our team, we have got competent contacts
able to respond rapidly.

Through our offer of complete solutions for auto-
mation, buildings and industry, we have become a
distinguished developer.

The situation of the market development in the
countries surrounding Bulgaria with regard to
WAGO can be assessed in a fairly similar way. The
market in Bulgaria, compared to its Romanian
neighbour, is much smaller, but, on the other hand,
administrative hurdles are much less, too. This in-
creases the realistic chances to carry out projects.

Serbia still has a long way to go but, still, there
are some investments in Serbia in the form of pro-
duction plants of well-known companies. If you look
at the area of energy distribution and energy pro-
duction, we can already produce some references
for investments made available.

In Serbia, we have been represented by a WAGO
sales engineer since the beginning of this year, who
has assumed responsibility for this region together
with our office in Sofia.

Generally speaking: The prospects for the cur-
rent and the coming year are good and at any rate
better than they were over the past years.

Could you present the long-term devel-
opment strategy of WAGO for the Bul-
garian market and the South- East Eu-
ropean region?

Since 2006, WAGO has been represented in Bul-
garia independently with an office of the parent
company. We are building our presence there con-
tinuously. Our objective is to further develop our
complete solutions for automation applications and
to reinforce technical support for users.
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Industrie 4.0 will create more flexible
production process

Interview with Prof. Siegfried Russwurm,

Siemens AG Managing Board member

and CEO of Siemens' Industry Sector

What in your view makes Industrie 4.0 stand out?
What is it that makes this development so special?

The demands global competition places on industrial companies have re-
mained basically the same for decades: productivity, speed and flexibility
must be continually increased. In addition, demand for ever more individual-
ized products continues to grow. This all requires a production process to
be as flexible as possible. Industrie 4.0 is an initiative that offers an opti-
mum response to these challenges.

Is the process changing subtly from one of mass
production to customized production - is it because
many more products than previously are now being
adapted to meet individual customer requirements?
In which areas is this change particularly prevalent?

A highly flexible production process must be able to handle both op-
tions. The efficiency of mass production is required, as in future there
will still be products and platforms needing to be manufactured in large
quantities to achieve economies of scale. But you are totally correct in
saying that the manufacture of customized products is gaining in impor-
tance. In modern manufacturing environments it is already possible to-
day to efficiently manufacture customized mass products. The automo-
tive industry is a good example of this, with two identical cars rarely
coming off the production line. The flexibility of factories is increasing
too, which means a large number of different products can be made in
the same factory - something, for instance, we're already doing at our
facility in Amberg. This trend is set to continue and in principle it will
apply to all areas of the production process.

How will this affect the way production personnel
work from now on? Will the factory of the future ac-
tually still require human beings?

The role played by human beings is an aspect which is very important to
me personally. Time and again, discussions about Industrie 4.0 touch on
the issue of whether many people will become surplus to requirements once
the production process is run automatically by machines. I am however con-
vinced that in an Industrie 4.0 world the human being will remain indispens-
able as a creative leader and thinker, using his intelligence to devise all -
and I do mean all - the required processes and procedures and to teach the
machines to execute them on the basis of the algorithms and software he
himself has designed and developed. Only then can these machines func-
tion in the way the human being wants them to.

We're currently experiencing a holistic development of machines and sys-
tems which of course in turn demands a development of human skills. In
spite of all the autonomy we entrust to the production process, it is and
remains the human being that defines the functions of the machines. The
engineer must determine the rules and parameters under which the produc-
tion systems operate. For instance, it's the human being that knows how a
material has to be processed. It's he also who decides whether production
is to run especially fast or whether it needs to be run in a particularly re-
source-efficient manner. This task demands an even more in-depth under-
standing of the production process on the part of the employees.

Everyone's talking about Industrie 4.0 - is it already
available to buy today?

The actual era of Industrie 4.0 is still ahead of us - its development should
be essentially complete in around 20 years from now. Many elements of this
vision are already available today, but they still need to be combined as an
integral whole. Here I'm thinking of topics such as communication and net-
working of the different components or data consistency between individual
steps in the value creation chain. Thanks to our PLM software, functions
such as product design and production sequence planning can have access
to the same data. At Siemens we're already offering a wide range of Indus-
trie 4.0 related products in the shape of our so-called Digital Enterprise
Platform. Many of the technical modules are also already in operation with
customers or in our own production facilities.

Can you cite some examples of where these are al-
ready operational today?

There are plenty of examples where the right approach is evident - here are three
very different ones: NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory used our PLM software in the
design of its Mars Curiosity rover; pioneering work for a unique product that could
only be guaranteed to operate in this challenging environment through intensive
advance simulation. Together with VW we modernized a 17-year-old press produc-
tion line. Our software was used to create a total simulation, including handling equip-
ment, that allowed two extra hubs per minute to be produced, resulting in some
1,000 additional parts per 8-hour shift and at the same time generating energy sav-
ings of 40 percent. And at our electronics factory in Amberg, integration between the
virtual product generation and its actual production has been completed in a very
exemplary manner. Since 1989 the factory has managed to achieve a sevenfold
increase in production volume in the same-sized production area and with barely an
increase in personnel, while allowing incredible quality. The defect rate is - believe it
or not - at 12 defects per million process steps.

In what areas is action still needed?
Though many of the open questions have already been identified, we're

just missing some of the answers and in some cases the driving force that
will seek those answers. That's another reason why the Industrie 4.0 initia-
tive won't suddenly be deemed "complete". There are still many years of
hard work ahead for all those involved. From my point of view, we need first
and foremost to continue work on the topics of partially autonomous optimi-
zation, physical and IT security, semantic standards and dynamic architec-
tures for these collaborations. However, because of the special challenges
human beings working in this environment will face, the topics of training
and lifelong learning also need to be extended still further.
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SEE NEWS
LEM's new HO 6, 10 and 25-P

current transducers offer more
flexible mounting in small

packaging

LEM has added three new members to its HO
series of PCB-through-hole mounting current trans-
ducers, which provide an aperture of 8 x 8 mm to
carry the primary conductor under measurement,
extending the options for this form-factor. The new
models, for 6, 10 or 25 A nominal measurements of
DC, AC, and pulsed signals benefit from the re-
vised LEM Open-loop Hall-effect ASIC (Application
Specific Integrated Circuit) introduced several
months ago with the launch of the HO 8, 15 and 25-
NP & -NSM models.

Using the latest LEM-developed ASIC, com-
bined with Open-loop Hall-effect technology, the
new devices meet the demand for high perfor-
mance and quality at a lower cost. The HO 6, 10
and 25-P models' offset and gain drift are twice as
accurate (over the temperature range -25 to +85оC)
as the previous generation. A high level of insula-
tion between primary and measurement circuits,
due to the high clearance and creepage distances
of more than 8mm and a CTI (comparative tracking
index) of 600, allows a test isolation voltage of 4.3
kVRMS/50Hz/1min.

In addition, the HO xx-P series delivers better perfor-
mance in other areas such as response time, power
supply and noise, allowing the development of more
technically advanced power electronics applications.

TMTS 2014 is expecting over
70,000 visitors

The TMTS 2014 - Taiwan International Machine
Tool Show will be held from November 5th to 9 th
2014 hosted by Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory
Builders' Association(TMBA) at the Greater Tai-
chung International Expo Center(GTIEC). TMTS will
showcase under an innovative "Exhibition integrat-
ed with Manufacturing supply chain" exhibition
style which is highly recognized by exhibitors and
buyers from all over the world. The exhibition area
is anticipated to be 54,000 square meters with
3,700 booths exhibiting all types of high precision
machine tools, components, accessories, tools and
automation equipment. There is a 55 % increase in
overall scale than the last show in 2012.

Taiwan is one of the major producing and con-
suming markets for global machine tools. There
are more than 1600 manufacturers in Taiwan ma-
chine tool supply chain, and nearly 90 % of these
manufacturers are concentrated in the Greater Tai-
chung area. Taichung is not only a major base in
global machine tool manufacturing; but also a ma-
jor consuming market in machine tools and other
mechanical equipment. In 2012 Taiwan was ranked
the 9th machine tool consuming market in the
world. Inside the 60 kilometer radius of the Tai-
chung machine tool cluster, the best engineering
solutions are available for global machine users
from industries of molds, hand tools, bicycle, auto-
mobile & motorcycle parts, metalworking and all
kinds of machinery.

We are trying to expand our
service in the Bulgarian market

Dipl. Eng. Georgi Genchev, president of

Gemamex Motion Co.

and Alan Song, Europe Regional

Manager of INVT

Dear Mr. Song, INVT is a compa-
ny with an extensive experience
in the international market. What
is the key to your successful mar-
keting strategy?

Most Chinese companies aim their marketing

efforts at foreign countries because of the com-

petition with European, Japanese and other

players in the local markets. The first key point

of a successful marketing strategy for sure is

the price. But no company could expand in the

market using only low prices. The second point,

beside the price, is the focus on the quality con-

trol. In INVT we have a very good product qual-

ity control practice. The third point, and also a

necessity for our company, is to constantly im-

prove resources in foreign markets.

INVT is a relatively new brand compared to big

companies in the branch. It is not so easy for a

Chinese company to compete with others in the

European market. We intend to deliver optimal

cost effectiveness to our customers by listening

to their requirements and responding with quick

market measures.

Which are the highlights in your
products and services portfolio?
What innovative technologies are
they based on?

We are developing innovative technologies for the

space sector, the industrial automation control ap-

plications, etc. Up to now we have submitted a total

of 262 patents in China, usable only in our compa-

ny for the development of industrial automation

control solutions. Our scope of activity also covers

design and construction of elevators, machine

building, construction equipment, invertor solutions,

crane control systems, etc.

INVT has been in the inverter business for

more than 12 years. At first we were focussed

on the domestic markets, dominated by big

companies such as Siemens and ABB. Our

philosophy today is to fit in new markets ac-

cording to customers' requirements. That's

why we don't only sell standard products, we

also offer customization. INVT is focused on

future technologies and on enhancing its prod-

ucts in order to find the right place in the Eu-

ropean markets as soon as possible.

What place does Bulgaria take in
your long-term company strate-
gy? What are the specifics of our
market?

Bulgarian market is realitively small in compar-

ison to other European countries. Our strategy

here has always been to find a strong partner

with whom to develop together in the market. We

found the right partner to be Gemamex.

Some of our biggest clients here are in the

machine building industry, especially crane

builders. Another important segment in Bulgar-

ia is the installation and modernization of ele-

vators. Your country is a travel destination, so

here there are a lot of new hotels and also ones

in reconstruction that need installation or reno-

vation of elevators.

Dear gentlemen, would you tell
us more about the partnership
between INVT and Gemamex
Motion Co.? In what direction do
you plan to develop your cooper-
ation?

Alan Song: Our cooperation has been very

good so far. Besides the general application, we

are trying to expand our positions and our ser-

vice in the market. Gemamex is not only our dis-

tributor, it is our partner, which means that we

work and grow up together. The company has

more than 20 years of experience in the field of

industrial automation in the Bulgarian market.

This is very important for us. The company has

a strong technical background and excellent abil-

ities in sales, which is essential for coping with

the market challenges.

Georgi Genchev: Gemamex Motion Co. and

INVT are still at the beginning of their partner-

ship. In 2013 we started testing INVT's products

here - products that are being launched in the

Bulgarian market. Results are very good so far,

after 1 year of tests. Our joint business is start-

ing to grow, the customers are satisfied and we

hope for a successful future.

We definitely put a lot of hope in the cooper-

ation with INVT, thanks to the high quality so-

lutions and competitive prices they offer. Part-

nering with the largest manufacturer of fre-

quency inverters in China is also a great re-

sponsibility. We are soon starting to promote

frequency inverters for medium voltage, which

is a new activity for Gemamex Motion Co. The

quality is excellent and the prices are attrac-

tive. So we hope for success.
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Partnering with ESD Bulgaria gives us a
chance at a successful start on the Bulgarian

machine building market
Jan Kovar, sales manager of TOS VARNSDORF

Would you please present TOS VARNS-
DORF's history, corporate structure and
scope of activity?

This year we celebrate an anniversary - it's been
111 years since the founding of the company. Over
time we have established ourselves as a reliable
supplier of machines, not only on the domestic mar-
ket but also for the countries in SE Europe. We
have long-term presence there, especially in sec-
tors that require processing of large workpieces,
such as heavy engineering, mining and other in-
dustries. These sectors require time high precision
and quality of treatment at the same and we have
proven we can guarantee that.

Our company has very strong positions in West-
ern Europe, mainly in Germany. We enjoy a high
reputation and prestige there, and this is one of the
leading motives for choosing a supplier for this mar-
ket. In terms of structure, TOS VARNSDORF is a
public limited company but it is owned mainly by 3
people who are involved in the leadership of the
company and in the production process. This, I
think, gives us the great advantage to react quickly
and flexibly with a proposal to meet the require-
ments of each client.

Which characteristics of your machines
will provide them with a competitive
advantage on the market?

Our product range is focused on the development
of several basic models of universal milling ma-
chines that we can develop and tailor to the specif-
ic requirements of each customer as our priority is
not so much related to mass production but to cus-
tom work with individual manufacturers.

Another advantage of ours is provided by the fact
that we are producing not only machines but also
tools, accessories and technical support for them.
We have a total of six manufacturing facilities, em-
ploying around 600 people. Virtually it can be said

that we control the production cycle of all major
components in the machines we offer.

When did your partnership with ESD
Bulgaria start and how is it developing
so far?

Our machines are not new to the Bulgarian mar-
ket, but I must admit that we've had almost no ac-
tivity here in the last 20 years. Now, starting from
the beginning with ESD Bulgaria, we hope that we
can intervene in the market, relying on the high
quality we offer and the well positioned prices.
About ESD, we see them as a partner having the
know-how on client needs and experience on the
engineering market in Bulgaria. This provides for a
very good start, in my opinion.

Bulgaria is an important market for us be-
cause we have very serious experience and tra-
ditions in the field of engineering, and although
the market is still very price-conscious, custom-
ers are looking for high quality and precision
processing. I think this is an advantage for us.
So we will be serious at maximum about our
current and potential customers, offering world-
class quality at a competitive price and, last but
not least, on-site support by a well-established
and reputable partner like ESD Bulgaria.

TOS VARNSDORF is represented in
over 50 countries worldwide. What is
your opinion about the European mar-
ket?

In addition to the Bulgarian market, I am respon-
sible for the markets in the former Yugoslavia, Ro-
mania, Hungary, along with the German-speaking
European countries - Germany, Austria, Nether-
lands, Denmark. This gives me a broad base for
comparison. With regard to Bulgaria and other
countries in SE Europe, I could not say that there is
a big difference in customer requirements. Here we

work mainly with suppliers and manufacturers of
parts which operate in low and mid volumes and by
specific orders. That in turn requires flexibility in pro-
duction. We can offer such, since our machines are
universal, they come with a very rich tool range and
are suitable for different types of industries. On the
other hand, most of the local manufacturers are
working as subcontractors for other clients from
Western Europe. We know very well the require-
ments of their principals in terms of production. I
think this is the most typical direction for market
development in the region - the demand for equip-
ment which can ensure production meeting the
quality requirements of the global and European
market. Currently this can be seen as an already
established rule in Germany, for example. Our cli-
ents there are also small- and medium-sized pro-
duction factories, which invest their own money in
the purchase of machinery. This makes them very
demanding and careful in selection - looking for
highly precise and efficient machinery that will en-
sure quality production without excessive costs.
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Enabling a New Generation

The latest addition to Microchip's PIC32 family increases performance, integration and connectivity.

If there is one characteristic that all modern de-
vices strive to demonstrate - irrespective of the
end-application - it is responsiveness. The ability
to react 'immediately' is, of course, an illusion, sus-
tained by the speed with which the microproces-
sor can respond to an event.

Improving the response time of a microproces-
sor is often closely influenced by the software it
executes, however the underlying metric is the
theoretical maximum number of instructions that
can be executed per second, or MIPS, subse-
quently improving this figure has long been the
driver for microprocessor evolution.

There are a number of recognised techniques
for pushing performance up, as measured us-
ing the industry-standard unit of Dhrystone
MIPS, or DMIPS. The latest member of the
PIC32 family of high performance microcontrol-
lers, the PIC32MZ, harnesses the latest
MIPS32 core from Imagination Technologies,
which successfully combines many of these
techniques to deliver a device that increases
performance threefold over its predecessor.

The core at the heart of the PIC32MZ is the
recently announced MIPS microAptivÙ core,
which features DSP extensions and the micro-
MIPSî instruction set architecture, which allows
a combination of 32- and 16-bit instructions to
run from memory at near-full rate. In addition,
the entire device is capable of running at up to
200MHz, which together results in a device that
delivers 330 DMIPS; three times the perfor-
mance of the PIC32MX family.

The microAptiv DSP extensions provide 159 ad-
ditional instructions providing single-cycle access
to the microarchitecture features that accelerate
digital signal processing, such as multiply/accu-
mulate. This means DSP algorithms can execute
in as much as 75% fewer instruction cycles than
the same algorithm executing on the PIC32MX.
The PIC32MZ is the first family to use the microAp-
tiv core, which as mentioned also introduces the
microMIPS feature of 16-bit instructions, resulting
in significantly higher code density; as much as
30% greater density than the PIC32MX.

The PIC32MZ is also capable of running at high-
er clock rates, up to 200MHz, which is around
twice as fast as the PIC32MX. Together, these
features deliver a threefold improvement in raw
performance, allowing the PIC32MZ to address
applications that demand faster response times
when running ever-more complex software.

Built for Embedded Connectivity
The PIC32MZ integrates an Ethernet 10/100

MAC and PHY and it also features the highest
ever number of serial channels offered in a PIC
device. These features, coupled with a high per-
formance core capable of running multiple proto-
col stacks simultaneously, makes it the most ca-
pable 32-bit MCU for applications targeting em-
bedded connectivity. Another first for a PICî mi-
crocontroller is the addition of an integrated Hi-
Speed USB MAC/PHY, complemented by dual
CAN ports, which further enforces the PIC32MZ's
connectivity credentials.

An important aspect of any connected device
today is security and, here, the PIC32MZ offers

a number of features designed to make embed-
ded connectivity more secure. A full-featured
hardware crypto engine, with a random number
generator, provides high-throughput data en-
cryption/decryption and authentication, such as
AES, 3DES, SHA, MD5 and HMAC.

Beyond the high performance core and com-
munications-oriented peripheral set, the
PIC32MZ also features two further innovations
never before offered in a PICî microcontroller,
both of which are intended to address emerg-
ing real-world needs of the target applications;
both innovations deal with the need for more
sophisticated memory systems.

An increasing number of OEMs are finding that
the growing complexity of embedded software
means in-field upgrades are becoming unavoid-
able. Instead of dismissing this trend as a devel-
opment issue, manufacturers like Microchip are
addressing the need head-on, by introducing in-
novative solutions to in-field software upgrades.
The PIC32MZ is at the leading edge of this effort,
by integrating Dual-Panel Flash memory that al-
lows a full software update to take place while the
device is in service, executing program code at
full speed. It achieves this by dividing the embed-
ded Flash in to two physical and logical blocks, or
panels. Each panel has its own charge pump and
programming circuit, which means one panel is
effectively ghost memory right up to the point
when it becomes the main memory. As both pan-
els essentially operate independently, one panel
continues to operate at full speed while the other
is updated in the background, without interrupting
program execution. Once the software update is
installed and validated, the device can be reset
and start executing memory from the newly pro-
grammed panel.

This feature allows a range of software issue to
be addressed in the field without a service inter-
ruption, while also retaining the last known good
software build in one panel at all times. The bene-
fits of this innovation are far reaching; service calls

will be minimised, service interruptions could be
avoided entirely and software glitches could be
resolved in near "'real time'".

The other innovation intended to improve mem-
ory interfacing is the addition of an SQI port. SQI,
or Serial Quad Interface, is a high-speed memory
interface protocol that uses up to four wires, as
opposed to the more common SPI or I2C interfac-
es which use only one pin for data exchange. The
SQI interface uses a multiplexed bus to access 4-
bits - or nibble - of memory at a time when access-
ing SQI-compatible memory devices, while still re-
taining SPI-compatibility.

The microAptiv core used in the PIC32MZ fea-
tures an MMU (Memory Management Unit) and
instruction and data caches, and up to 2048 KB of
on chip flash and up to 512kbyte of SRAM, capa-
ble of supporting multiple protocol stacks running
simultaneously, as well as buffer space to support
audio processing, and frame buffers to support
displays up to WQVGA resolution without the need
for an external graphics chip.

Design Support
As the new PIC32MZ family is developed for

high-end communications-oriented applications
that need improved graphics, faster real-time per-
formance and increased security, it is supported
by a range of development kits that give full ac-
cess to its advanced peripherals and crypto en-
gine (for those family members that feature the
optional crypto engine). These are further en-
hanced by a Multimedia Expansion Board II, Start-
er Kit Adapter and Plug-In Module which supports
the Explore 16 Modular Development Board.

The latest addition to Microchip's 32-bit MCU
family drives performance, connectivity and se-
curity to new levels in embedded devices. With
a threefold increase in raw processor perfor-
mance, the addition of 159 DSP-specific in-
structions and innovative memory subsystem
the PIC32MZ is well placed to enable a new
generation of embedded devices.

Bill Hutchings, Microchip Technolgy
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Sensors Manufacture in Bulgaria
Market review by South-East European INDUSTRIAL Market

BP Commerce

BP Commerce is a manufacturer of automation devices - electronic
relays for time, photoscreen convertors, gauges, thermo-regulators.
Its partners are leading companies in machine building, food pro-

cessing and textile industry.

Delta Instruments

Delta Instruments is a producer and supplier of measurement and con-
trol instruments and systems for industrial applications. Its basic prod-

ucts are different types of industrial transmitters, controllers, process-
indicators, sensors and other measuring devices for temperature; pres-

sure and differential pressure; flow of liquids and gases; level of liquids
and bulk materials; humidity; gas concentration, etc.

ESA Control

ESA Control is specialized in the production of electronics automation

equipment - proximity sensors: inductive, magnetic, capacitive and pho-
toelectric; analogue and digital timers; counters, length-meters, cyclom-
eters, frequency-meters, speedometers and others devices.

LEM BULGARIA

LEM Bulgaria is a 100% subsidiary of LEM Holding SA - the market leader
in providing innovative and high quality solutions for measuring electrical
parameters. Its core products - current and voltage transducers - are used in

a broad range of applications in drives & welding, renewable energies &
power supplies, traction, high precision, conventional and green cars busi-

nesses. LEM is a mid-size, global company with approximately 1'200 em-

ployees worldwide. In addition to Sofia (Bulgaria), LEM has production sites
in Beijing (China), Geneva (Switzerland) and Machida (Japan). Regional
sales offices are close to the customers' locations and the company offers a

seamless service around the globe.
In October 2013, only six months after the launch of a new site, LEM

Bulgaria commenced production of the LAH transducer - a product
with various applications in home appliances, variable speed drives,
UPS's, SMPS's and air conditioning.

In recognition of the successful start of LEM Bulgaria, the company
was awarded 'Investor of the Year 2013' in Bulgaria in the Electro-

technique and Electronics sector.

MICROSYST

Bulgarian company MICROSYST is a manufacturer of large variety
of technical systems for automation of production processes. It has its

own facilities - commercial and production, located in Plovdiv, Bulgar-
ia and equipped with precision instrumentation, test, computer and
office equipment, machines and tools to ensure the manufacturing and

trade activity of the company. The production program includes con-
trol & measuring technique for automation of technological processes;

datalogging systems for various technologic processes; hand held and
laboratory devices; analyzers for products of food industry; control &
measuring technique for manufacturing and packaging of food etc.;

specialized control systems at client's request; water preparing and
water treatment systems; technique for alternative energy source.

Bulgaria has an important place in LEM's
development strategy

Borjan Borisov, General Manager of LEM Bulgaria

Mr. Borisov, the first plant of the Swiss company LEM in Bulgaria
started its production at the end of October 2013. What is its fo-
cus?

LEM is the global market leader in providing innovative and high quality solutions
for measuring electrical parameters. Voltage and current transducers are used in a
wide range of industrial and automotive markets. In fact, we come across LEM sen-
sors everywhere in our everyday life, but we don't always see them.

LEM sensors are embedded in almost all modern household appliances, eleva-
tors, trains and cars, as well as in systems for the production of green energy. So this
is the focus of the Bulgarian factory - the production of a wide range LEM sensors.

What had prompted the decision for this investment? Why did
Bulgaria attract the attention of manufacturers such as LEM?

LEM's decision to invest in Bulgaria is not accidental. The main advantage is that
in recent years the country has been recognised as one of the most financially stable
countries in the European Union. This is due to the fact that Bulgaria has a currency
board and the Lev is pegged to the Euro. This results in less dependence on curren-
cy fluctuations and risks for the business.

What's more, Bulgaria is a country with traditions in similar kinds of production, so
technicians used to such a high engineering culture will be able to offer new ideas
and improvements for the future of the company.

Last but not least, the production costs in Bulgaria are not comparable to those in
Western Europe or Japan, which is leading to increased competitiveness.

Where is the new production facility and what is it capacity?
The new production base is located in Sofia, Iliyantsy district. LEM's plant has

nearly 5,000 square meters of production area with developed infrastructure which
meets the current requirements for  modern electronics production. Currently LEM
Bulgaria has nearly 50 employs, but in the next few years their number will increase
to 400.

What advanced technologies and equipment are currently imple-
mented in the production and from which suppliers?

Our first production facilities were transferred from Switzerland. The machinery
and equipment are at a very high technology level - some are fully automatic, others

are semi-automatic, but all of the process is fully controlled. And as for our suppliers -
we will naturally continue with those outside Bulgaria, but in parallel we will work on
the evaluation and validation of local ones.

What is the planned market for the products manufactured in the
new plant?

Like I said, LEM is a world leader in the field and has production facilities in
Switzerland, Japan, China, and now in Bulgaria. At the same time we have a
trade network and offices worldwide. This means that we produce and export
LEM sensors worldwide.

What is the role of this investment in the overall policy of LEM?
What are your intentions for the development of the local market?

LEM Bulgaria is the newest factory of LEM Holding SA and will be developed to its full
capacity in a relatively short time. This means that LEM Bulgaria has an important place both
in the present and in the future strategy of LEM. Gradually LEM Bulgaria will become the
basis for future expansion of both our European and global markets. This, together with
good technical potential, determines LEM Bulgaria as a key factor in the future of LEM.
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Microsyst also has an Àccredited laboratory for calibration of measur-
ing devices equiped with top tier calibration and measurement instru-

ments for temperature, pressure, humidity and process signals as well.

NAKRA

NAKRA was established in 1990 in Radnevo, Bulgaria. The main activity
of the company is design, engineering and delivery of control-measurement

gauges, cables and equipment for industrial automation. NAKRA performs
assembly and puts into operation systems for automated control. In 2010

the company started production of temperature sensors for the industry and
now it offers most of the main types of thermocouples and thermoresistors.
Its partners are European and world producers and suppliers of gauges,

cables and equipment for flow, temperature and pressure measurement as
well as industrial automation NAKRA.

The company has a modern base in Radnevo with 500 m2 storage
areas, a mechanical workshop, three laboratories equipped for testing
and repairing of gauges for technological measurements - temperature,

pressure and industrial automation.
NAKRA offers almost all types of temperature sensors: thermocou-

ples, RTD. The sensors can be made in four basic types, as well as
by customer drawing. All temperature sensors meet the standards
EN 60584 - for thermocouples; EN 60751 - for RTD; ISO 9001:2008

- Quality Management.

Sensor-NITE Industrial

Sensor-NITE Industrial,
headquartered in Sofia, was

established in 2005. The com-
pany offers high temperature

sensors for the automotive in-
dustry. It has sales offices sit-
uated in Germany, Italy, Chi-

na, Korea, India, and the USA.
Among its most prominent cli-

ents are the largest automo-
tive manufacturers such as

Volkswagen-Audi Group,
Daimler Car and Trucks, General Motors, FIAT Group, Volvo Car and
Trucks, Iveco, Daewoo, Chrysler, Mitsubishi, Suzuki, Ford,etc.

Sensor-Nite works in compliance with the highest quality standards
demanded by the automotive industry. The fast-moving development

of the company along with the large-scale expansion on production
basis is letting us provide career opportunities to specialists from
different engineering fields as well as to professionals in finance,

logistics and customer care area.

Sentera Controls

Sentera is a manufacturer of controls for the HVACR industry. More
specific, it is specialized in the speed control of electric motors of

fans and/or pumps. Subcontracting services of the company includes
a complete printed circuit assembly service. Sentera is fully equipped

to assemble conventional (through hole) and surface mount (SMT)
components and also a combination of both technologies.

SM Sensormatic

SM Sensormatic is a manufacturer of sensors and transducers for pres-

sure; Transmitters for pressure with fixed ranges; Delta P SMART Trans-
mitters with HART Protocol; Universal microprocessor PID on/off control-
ler for pressure and level; Hydrostatic level meters, made with pressure

sensors ; Supersonic level meters; Diaphragm flow meters for fluids; Su-
personic flow meters for liquids; Indicating devices with input 0(4) - 20 mA,

0 - 10 V, with relay outputs 2 - 10 À; Multifunctional programmable control-
lers for temperature, pressure, speed, flow rate, humidity, pH, etc.

STS Electronics

STS Electronics is one of the largest Bulgarian companies in sensors

and electronic automation devices manufacturing. It is positioned in

the town of Gabrovo and started its operation in 1990. The company
produces photoelectric, inductive, capacitive, ultrasonic, magnetic sen-

sors, level sensors and other specialized sensors, electronic timers,
programmable pulse counters, photo relays, controllers, control sys-

tems for industrial processes, electronic modules, converters, power
supplies, drivers, etc. In addition to the Bulgarian market the produc-

tion is exported to foreign markets such as Turkey, Russia, Macedonia,
Ukraine, Poland, Austria and others. The produced sensors have a

number of Bulgarian and international certificates. STS Electronics
comply to ISO9001:2008 and other European certificates. Despite in-
creasing product quality, the team's efforts are focused on continuous

improvement in technology and quality.

Vector-1

Vector 1 - Plovdiv produces various types of sensors - tempera-
ture, humidity and level sensors.

The temperature sensors are: semiconductor sensors to 125 ? C with
analog or digital output;  RTD  Pt100, class A and B ( DIN EN 60751 ) up

to 600 ?C; thermocouples J and K, class 1, 2 ( ASTM E230)  up to 1050
?C. The construction of sensors is from stainless steel. According to the

construction these sensors are with PVC, silicone or glass insulated ca-
ble; with protection head; temperature inserts; special design on request.

Vector 1 offer noncontact infrared temperature sensors with differ-

ent ranges, outputs and constructions. Relative humidity sensors for
air and gasses have a range from 0Å100% RH and high accuracy.
Operating temperature:  (-20 ... +85) °C. The humidity sensors have

built-in sensor for temperature compensation and are applicable to
dusty environments.

Vector 1 also produces conductive and float level probes. Conduc-
tive sensors have different design and lengths of stainless steel elec-
trodes. Float level switches consist of reed relays, built into the stem

of the level sensor, that are triggered by the movement of a float. The
floats with a permanent magnet are made of polypropylene or stain-

less steel. They are used for measuring the level of a relatively clean
fluid, and are particularly useful in the foaming liquids.

Source: BP Commerce, Delta Instruments, ESA Control, LEM Bulgaria,
Microsyst, NAKRA, Sensor-NITE Industrial, Sentera Controls, SM Sensor-

matic, STS Electronics, Vector-1
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Emerson expands European manufacturing
and engineering services capabilities to meet

growing customer demand

76 million USD investment in new facilities at company's campus in Cluj-

Napoca, Romania, strengthens Emerson's growing global manufacturing and

engineering services network

Emerson Process Management, a business of Emer-
son, is expanding the company's existing manufactur-
ing and engineering services campus in Cluj-Napoca,
Romania. The expansion includes a new, 18,800-
square-meter flow measurement manufacturing build-
ing. This USD 60 million investment will help meet grow-
ing demand for the company's flow measurement prod-
ucts and services in Europe and other regions.

Additionally, in the summer of 2014, Emerson Process
Management moves into a separate, newly constructed
USD16 million facility on the Cluj campus that will be
home to the Regional Project Engineering Center and
the European System Integration Center for its PlantWeb
Solutions Group. This facility will house up to 600 em-
ployees who provide engineering and support services
for European control systems and automation projects,
plus an initial 100 additional personnel to assemble and
test control systems for projects throughout Europe.

"Our customers in Europe and elsewhere strive to im-
prove efficiencies, meet safety and environmental reg-
ulations, and reduce energy use, and they are turning
to Emerson for our technology and expertise to meet
these goals," said Steve Sonnenberg, president of Em-
erson Process Management. "Adding this new manu-

facturing capability and centralizing our systems assem-
bly and integration for DeltaV and Ovation systems in
Cluj, as well as increasing our project management, en-
gineering and sales support staff there, enable Emer-
son to better support our European customers and en-
sure improved response times for our product and ser-
vice support across the region."

The new flow technology manufacturing building will
offer calibration, services, and customer training facili-
ties for Emerson Process Management's Micro Motion,
Rosemount, and Roxar flow measurement technolo-
gies. This facility will provide modern and spacious pro-
duction capabilities as well as offices for engineering
and customer support services, and fulfill market de-
mands for quality and traceable calibration.  In addition,
a state-of-the-art customer experience center is planned
that will incorporate training and meeting facilities, along
with displays of Emerson technologies. The new facility
adds to Emerson's current European network of facili-
ties, which includes an existing flow manufacturing and
service center in Ede, the Netherlands.

"These additional capabilities increase our flexibility and
ability to manage our European customers' most challeng-
ing needs," said Sonnenberg. "With this strategic invest-

ment, we are committed to continually increasing our local
expertise and improving our service levels to customers."

Emerson's Cluj-Napoca campus is now one of the par-
ent company's largest sites in Europe, currently employ-
ing more than 1,900 people. This location has proven to
be an excellent choice for Emerson's rapidly expanding
production and knowledge centers due to the number of
local technical and economic sciences universities and
availability of highly qualified engineering professionals.

Emerson's Cluj-Napoca campus currently manu-
factures Fisher pressure regulators, Roxar flow me-
tering and flow assurance products, Rosemount An-
alytical products, Leroy-Somer power generators,
Control Techniques electrical equipment for photo-
voltaic power plants, RIDGID tools, and Appleton
A.T.X. lighting fixtures and junction boxes for haz-
ardous and adverse environments.

Source: Emerson

ENEC+ launches the First European Mark that
certifies the initial performance of LEDs and

other luminaires

EEPCA, the European Electrical Products Certification
Association, in cooperation with LightingEurope, an-
nounced the launch of ENEC+, the first pan-European
mark capable of certifying the initial performance of tra-
ditional and LED luminaires. The new performance rat-
ing provides the market with certification as to the com-

pliance of LED light fixtures and other luminaires, prov-
ing compliance with European safety standards and en-
suring the reliability of their stated performance charac-
teristics at the beginning of their life cycle.

EEPCA and LightingEurope jointly started this ex-
ercise and continue its development, with the aim to
develop a certification scheme that covers the full per-
formance of traditional and LED luminaires. Keeping
pace between the ENEC+ scheme and new techno-
logical and legislative progress is at the core of the
philosophy shared by both associations-as well as
seeing the development of the scheme as a perma-
nent work in progress.

ENEC+ has been developed on the basis of the well-
known ENEC Mark, which for more than 20 years has
established itself as the leading pan-European mark of
quality and safety, providing authoritative assurance of
compliance with European standards. Today, the ENEC
Mark covers some 85,000 products and is recognised
by more than 21 European countries.

ENEC+ is complementary to the ENEC Mark: only
ENEC-safety certified products are eligible for ENEC+.
As a voluntary scheme, it represents a deliberate choice
made in favour of the market: professional users of lumi-
naires, whether LED based or not, have a powerful in-
strument to choose a safe and reliable product and man-
ufacturers have a tool to show their commitment to bring-
ing safe and reliable products to the market.

Valberto Baggio, President of EEPCA, welcomes the
new certification scheme: "The launch of ENEC+ dem-
onstrates our ability to respond to the new market ex-
pectations. Its evolution model makes it future-proof as it
will always remain attuned to the developments in prod-
uct performance. ENEC+ has all the elements neces-

The ENEC+ mark offers decisive benefits
and advantages

� It is a pan-European certification scheme that covers
the initial performance reliability of both LED and other
luminaires; it is the alternative to multiple national
marks;

� It is based on an evolution model and will evolve to-
wards a scheme that covers the performance of LED
luminaires over their stated life time, according to mar-
ket demand and technology progress, and possibly in-
clude other aspects such as eco-design and over time
performance;

� It allows full traceability of the products through an on-
line database containing the references and character-
istics of all certified products;

� It significantly reduces the costs borne by the manu-
facturer when answering to calls for tender: no need
for repeated testing against varying qualification rules.
All initial specification elements are included in the
ENEC+ license;

� It provides an objective basis for fair comparison of the
initial performance of (LED based) luminaires;

� It covers both LED based and traditional luminaires.

sary to become largely adopted by manufacturers, as
the ENEC Mark has been for the past 20 years."

LightingEurope President Dietmar Zembrot points out that
the "ENEC+ scheme comes at the right time as lighting man-
ufacturers active on the European market now have the pos-
sibility to better respond to quality based tenders in the area of
professional lighting fixtures in the European market".

Source: EEPCA
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Rapid prototyping technologies and services
market in SEE

Rapid prototyping is a relatively new technology that enables innovative com-
panies to quickly and inexpensively develop rough prototypes of new products
and components - which can help them to nurture an innovative design through
multiple iterations and bring the final product to market faster. As such, it repre-
sents a potentially potent innovation edge. For those involved in product devel-
opment, engineering, and other form-giving applications, rapid prototyping (RP)
technology can offer an excellent deliverable for various applications. Prototyp-
ing can be used for concept generation, ergonomic testing, test fitting, functional
testing and even small-batch production.

There are various rapid prototyping technologies available for use including
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), Stereolithography (STL), Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS), and 3D Printing. Each of these technologies has advantages
and disadvantages.

Fused Deposition Modeling technology is marketed commercially by Strata-
sys, which also holds a trademark on the term. Like most other RP processes
FDM works on an "additive" principle by laying down material in layers. A plastic
filament or metal wire is unwound from a coil and supplies material to an extru-
sion nozzle which can turn on and off the flow. The nozzle is heated to melt the
material and can be moved in both horizontal and vertical directions by a numer-
ically controlled mechanism, directly controlled by a computer-aided design soft-
ware package. In a similar manner to stereolithography, the model is built up
from layers as the material hardens immediately after extrusion from the nozzle.

Stereolithography is an additive fabrication process utilizing a vat of liquid UV-
curable photopolymer "resin" and a UV laser to build parts a layer at a time. On
each layer, the laser beam traces a part cross-section pattern on the surface of
the liquid resin. Exposure to the UV laser light cures, or, solidifies the pattern
traced on the resin and adheres it to the layer below.

Selective laser sintering is an additive rapid manufacturing technique that uses
a high power laser to fuse small particles of plastic, metal, ceramic, or glass
powders into a mass representing a desired 3D object. The laser selectively
fuses powdered material by scanning cross-sections generated from a 3D digi-
tal description of the part on the surface of a powder bed. After each cross-
section is scanned, the powder bed is lowered by one layer thickness, a new
layer of material is applied on top, and the process is repeated until the part is
completed.

3D printing is a unique form of prototype creation that is rooted in traditional
rapid printing technology. A three dimensional object is created by layering and
connecting successive cross sections of material. 3D printers are generally fast-
er, more affordable and easier to use than other additive fabrication technolo-
gies.

While prototyping dominates current uses, 3D printing offers tremendous po-
tential for retail consumer uses, especially because the cost of production is less
than other methods, and the part build time is minimal. In the latest incarnations,
3D color printing is also available. This means that a part can be printed to
represent the colors of the finished product, to show label concepts or require-
ments, or to indicate the results of stress analysis or other failure mode effects
(FME) analysis.

For the most part, all rapid prototype systems require a 3D computer model to
start the process. In most cases a significant amount of file preparation must be
undertaken to get a file to generate a correct rapid prototype model.

In the near future, rapid prototype technology will become more widespread
and pervade even to the home. For now though, for timely and expert delivery,
the use of a service bureau is the best way for most innovative companies,
individuals and organizations.

The following market review presents some of the leading South-East Europe-
an companies in rapid prototyping technologies and services.

BULGARIA

Bulgarian Industrial Group
Bulgarian Industrial Group (BIG) AD is a 100% privately owned joint-stock

company, established in 1997 with a strong emphasis on innovation and
high technology. BIG has four business lines: Engineering services - prod-
uct design, digital simulation, rapid prototyping, technical documentation;
Manufacturing of tools and plastic parts; Manufacturing of Wire-O Binding

wire with the JBI trade-
mark. Its partners are
American, EC, Russian
and Bulgarian companies,
leaders in the automotive,

defence and other industries. The company features engineering and man-
ufacture departments. The manufacture is compliant to the world standards.

The company is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 certified. "Our highly
skilled and experienced staff, combined with our close and productive part-
nerships with other innovative companies, give us the confidence that BIG
will continue to justify our customers' highest expectations in the fields of
innovation, creation of new products, 3D modelling, rapid prototyping, tool-
ing equipment and non-standard equipment, analysis, technical documen-
tation, educational and promotional video productions, consultancy and
management, and implementation of quality management systems, compli-
ant with the requirements of the ISO 9000 and QS 9000 quality standards",
stated from the company.

Krasco-Co
"Technology of Selective Laser Melting is very similar to the process of rapid

prototyping of plastics, with main difference that here is used 100% tool steel. In
short, the process is metal building of a product layer by layer, by a predeter-
mined three-dimensional model. This method is mostly used in the plastic indus-
try for manufacturing of cores of the injection moulds, where there's a problem
with cooling of the moulding cores. This method gives opportunity internal con-
formal cooling channels to be designed and produced in optimal way.

The main advantages of the method in plastic part production are: reducing
injection cycle up to 40%; reducing deformations and internal stresses in the
plastic part; improving the accuracy of the parts; eliminating dead cooling zones;
improve the aesthetic appearance of the product. To be offered production of
moulding core by SLM method, the tool shop company needs to send us 3d
model of the part. Based on our experience we can give the optimal cooling
solution and prognosis what improvement will be achieved.

The technology is fast entering in Western Europe and until now several Bul-
garian companies implemented it in their new projects, achieving very good
results and improvements", commented Ognian Petkov, CEO Krasco-Co.

Laboratory of resource saving technologies and rap-
id prototyping

Laboratory of resource saving technologies and rapid prototyping is part of
Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering Department: Machine Tools & Man-
ufacturing, University of Ruse. The laboratory offers conceptual design creation:
project conception; functional model; virtual (2D or/and 3D) prototype; 3D Rapid
Prototyping using FDM technology (3D Printing) and 3D Laser Scanning.

3D modeling includes creating high complex solid and surface 3d models,
based on classical 2D drawings; creating high complex solid and surface 3d
models, based on a real parts; creating 2D or/and 3D motion simulation; creat-
ing full drawing (2D) documentation.

Rapid Progress
"Provider of CAD/CAM software systems Rapid Progress aims to help univer-

sities in Bulgaria. Four ESPRIT CAM network licenses were granted to the Col-
lege of Energy and Electronics at the Technical University - Sofia, thereby con-
tinuing program "Esprit Grant" Rapid Progress distributor of Esprit in Bulgaria.
Licenses include all the functionality of the software.

ESPRIT is a leading innovative software developer in 5 -axis free-form ma-
chining. Unlike other CAM manufacturers, which develop and offer interface
only and which use algorithmic core for their calculations, bought by third-party
company, DP Technology dedicate more than 20 percent of its annual revenue
to R&D department. ESPRIT will include its own integrated simulation and verifi-
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cation of NC code in the next version.
ESPRIT's high-performance capabilities include machining any part geometry

(solid, surface, or wireframe), universal post processing to format G-code for
virtually any machine tool, and solid simulation and verification with dry runs
rendered in dynamic solids for optimal part quality and consistency. ESPRIT is
100% pure Windows, and provides a comfortable and familiar user interface for
maximum productivity.", stated from the company.

SolidFill
"Prototyping has been rather neglected from Southeastern European manu-

facturers for some time now. That might be because there was no efficient way
of doing so and no reliable partner to help. Now there is - using SolidFill's rapid
prototyping services through 3D printing technologies the production of every
company can benefit from significantly reduced lead times and tremendous cost
optimizations", stated from the company. The technology gives the opportunity
to test the concept of almost every physical product and its prospect version in
order to evaluate the fit to market before investing into mass production. The
rapid prototyping services yield fully functional parts from a 3D CAD/CAM mod-
els that replicate every aspect of a generation of products to test their industrial
or ergonomic design, dynamic friction, soft touch parts, wind tunnel properties,
etc. SolidFIll gives their clients the possibility of 3D printing a number of different
versions of the model at the same time without significant time constraints. Find-
ing and fixing design flaws have never been easier while re-prototyping is just as

fast and accurate. SolidFill uses only high end plastic materials to guarantee the
quality of the prototypes. The different properties of the resins support the appli-
cation requirements of a large range of product so that the prototype can be
even tested in real life cases and replicate the actual mass produced object.
SolidFill's partners and clients enjoy on average 50% decrease of the time to
produce a prototype and 80% decrease of cost, which in general leads to a
substantial reduction of the time to market ratio of a product line. The team is
comprised of highly motivated professionals with extensive international back-
ground focused on individual projects. Being positioned in Bulgaria enables the
company to turn the low cost advantage of the market into the most competitive
pricing of the service worldwide. All this, of course, is neither at the expense of
the quality of the machinery nor the professionalism of the team. Virtually every
industry that requires product design under some form can benefit and use
SolidFill's rapid prototyping to optimize its production cycle. In the portfolio of
services you can also find and exploit 3D scanning, 3D CAD/CAM modeling and
production in limited quantities. If you cannot think of way to integrate rapid
prototyping and 3D Printing within your organization or are curious how much
cost you can strip from your process, do not hesitate to contact SolidFill's team
at any time", added from the company.

GREECE

3D Prints on Demand
3D PRINTS ON DEMAND P.C. is a company providing 3D Printing, 3D Scan-

ning and 3D modeling services. It is based in Larissa, Greece and serves its
customers in Europe and worldwide.

"Under the pressure of project deadlines and cash flow shortages that markets face,
professionals from various industries (such as the medical equipment, the mechanical
equipment, the automotive and the architecture industry) turn to alternative cost effec-
tive and time saving solutions" says Bill Kolip, sales manager of the company.

The growth of the rapid prototyping industry in the past few years has been
very exciting for the enthusiasts of this technology, mostly thanks to the 3D
printing evolution. Mr. Kolip being one of them is very optimistic about the future
of the rapid prototyping industry and he has a good reason for that.

Working prototypes can now be manufactured within days instead of weeks. If
a prototype doesn't come out the way it was originally conceived, the cost and
time needed for the iterations until the desired outcome is reached can be cut by
about 90% and 85% respectively. Quality control is not a painful procedure for
the client any more.

The key advantage of Additive Manufacturing (AM) over traditional subtractive
manufacturing techniques is the difference between adding and subtracting ma-
terial. Traditional manufacturers use techniques such as cutting, machining and
punching in order to form the final part. Additive Manufacturing allows the design
and production of whole assemblies in a single item. Internal structures and
pathways can be designed into the component. Additive technology eliminates
tooling and other costly manufacturing support processes as the component is
produced in its final form directly from a CAD design.

There are numerous materials available. Each of them features various attributes
and their selection varies according to its purpose. Heat resistance, chemical re-
sistance, fatigue resistance, high definition, durability, strength and stability are
some of the unique properties that the 3D PRINTS ON DEMAND materials (such
as ABS, Ultem, Nylon and even wax for metal casting) have to offer.

Architects, civil engineers, aerospace and aviation manufacturers, orthodontists,
military and defense manufacturers, jewellery and fashion designers and profession-
als from many other fields use the 3d services of 3D PRINTS ON DEMAND. Objects
that are manufactured additively can be used anywhere throughout the product life
cycle, from pre-production (i.e. rapid prototyping) to full-scale production (i.e. rapid
manufacturing), in addition to tooling applications and post-production customization.

An item can either be 3d modeled via specialized 3D modeling software and
CAD programs or digitized via a 3D scanner. 3D PRINTS ON DEMAND can
help you build your ideas from start to finish. Their professional team of experts
ensures a well communicated collaboration at all stages of the process and will
deliver nothing less but the customer's exact requirements. Or as their slogan
says: "We build your ideas, one layer at a time!

4th Dimension
4th Dimension is based in Athens and supplies advanced product development tech-

nology and high level consultancy services in Greece, Serbia, Cyprus, Malta and the
Middle East. The company offers the following technologies: CAD/CAM/CAE, PLM, 3D
printing, rapid prototyping, direct digital manufacturing, reverse engineering, quality con-
trol, dynamic publishing, engineering calculations, vacuum and investment casting.

Future Technology Systems
Future Technology Systems was

founded in 1996 in the city of Volos,
Greece. The company is specialized
in engineering & industrial design,
technology transfer activities of ad-
vanced CAD/CAM software sys-
tems, mechatronics products (eg.
CNC, Robots, Metrology, 3D Scan-
ning equipment) used in wide range
of industrial and crafts applications
and participates in National and
EEC Research projects. The com-
pany owns a modern industrial building, within the A' Industrial area of Volos -
Greece with Laboratories/production facilities, design office, exhibition, meeting
and customer training spaces. Future Technology Systems offers high quality
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3D Printing & Prototyping services. Its prototyping systems include OBJET
EDEN 350V, EDEN250, SOLIDSCAPE and CNC systems (from 3-5 axes preci-
sion milling). The size of the prototypes can be from few mm to several meters.

Infocad
INFOCAD is a company based in Athens, with a local office in Sharjah, United

Arab Emirates, supplying technologically advanced solutions for design & man-
ufacture of industrial products using: CAD/CAM CAE/CAID, Artistic CAD/CAM,
Rapid & Virtual Prototyping, Rapid tooling Reverse Engineering & 3D Scanning
Systems, Product Data Management & Collaborative Product Commerce. The
solutions are best-in-class for: rapid product design & manufacture; rapid tool
design & production; computer simulation & optimization of plastic injection pro-
cess, and plastic flow analysis; sheet metal design & manufacturing; etc.

Hellas Prototyping
Hellas Prototyping is a company founded in Greece that uses rapid prototyp-

ing technology. It specializes in rapid technologies such as industrial design,
product development and rapid manufacturing. Its services include 3D printing
& 3D scanning, rapid tooling, injection molding, pressure die casting and preci-
sion machining offering advantages such as the minimum possible time for the
completion of any project, excellent quality, fast delivery as well as the minimum
cost comparing to the competition.

PV Engineering
PV Engineering sells and supports 3D Printers from Z Corporation and

SLM RP machines from MCP-HEK, which build three-dimensional mod-
els automatically from a computer. Also provides services in RP and RE
technology area.

TURKEY

Plus 90
Plus 90 (+90) is a provider of rapid prototyping, rapid tooling and rapid

manufacturing services since 1997. +90 delivers Rapid Parts made of
plastic, metal, composite, wood, glass, or hybrid that are impact resis-
tant, flexible, colored, heat resistant, fire retardant, transparent using
FDM, SLA, SLS, Polyjet, Vacuum Casting, CNC, Rapid Tooling, RP
Tempering technologies; finished, painted, assembled and quality con-
trolled with 3D Scanners if required.

Ay Tasarim
Ay Tasarim is the first medical rapid prototyping company in Turkey. It also

serves industry with functional ABS parts. Ay Tasarim has a Dimension FDM
machine in house, and are a partner of Infotron.

Cadem
Cadem is a value added reseller (VAR) of 3D Systems Inc.'s Thermo-

JetTM line of printers. There is one ThermoJetTM Printer installed at its
Istanbul office, which is used for both case studies and giving RP services.
Using its business partners, Cadem can also provide RTV silicone molded
(vacuum cast) and investment cast prototypes.

Protomak
Protomak Teknoloji Hizmetleri provides design and prototyping services from

A to Z using 3D modeling, rapid prototyping, vacuum casting, CNC machining,
clay modeling, surface finishing, polishing and painting for industries such as
automotive, white goods, medical appliances, electronic appliances, architec-
ture, furniture, plastic goods and machinery. In addition to in-house FDM and J-
P technologies, it also supply SLS, MJM, 3DP technologies through partner
organizations.

Troy Teknoloji
Troy Teknoloji was founded in Ankara in 2004 and provides product

design and development, rapid prototyping, rapid tooling services and
solutions to its customers. Customer requirements are provided by us-
ing 3D CAD Softwares, Rapid Prototyping Technology and Vacuum
Casting Technologies.

Sources: InnovationTools.com, additive3d.com, Bulgarian Industrial Group,
Krasco-Co, Laboratory of resource saving technologies and rapid prototyping,
Rapid Progress, SolidFill, Future Technology Systems, Infocad, PV Engineer-
ing, Hellas Prototyping, 4th Dimension, Plus 90, Ay Tasarim, Cadem, Protomak,
Troy Teknoloji
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Food & Beverage Industry in Greece

Food and beverage is the most dynamic and high-growth sector in

Greek manufacturing, accounting for 25% of turnover, 24% of employ-

ment, 25% of total invested capital, and almost 25% of added value.

Foreign companies have experienced high rates of success in this sec-

tor since the Greek market has shown robust growth for almost a de-

cade. In addition, Greece serves as an ideal bridge to the emerging

markets of Southeast Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean.

Growth in the sector averaged 20,6% during the last decade and food and

beverage companies are the leading exporters in Greece, accounting for

almost 20% of total export sales, with revenues of exceeding 2 billion Euro.

The leading markets for Greece's high-quality products include Germany,

Italy, Spain, UK, and the United States.

Many multinationals are enjoying the benefits of being based in Greece.

Giants such as Nestle, Coca Cola, Kraft Foods, Barilla, Cadbury, Gen-

eral Mills, Friesland Campina and Athenian Brewery, manufacture a wide

range of products and find that local and regional markets are receptive

to new product lines as well as established favourites.

Greece's food and beverage companies have created a large sales

and distribution network in Southeast Europe, a strength that is rein-

forced by the dynamism of the Greek enterprises operating in the re-

gion. Topping the list of products exported are vegetables, fruits, olive

oil, dairy products, fresh seafood, canned fruits, olives, raisins, wine,

and tomato products.

There is abundant opportunity to create value added in many prod-

uct categories, especially as the global interest in healthful foods,

snack foods, and convenience foods continues to expand. Honey

and nut based snacks, macaroni products, marmalades and pickled

goods, as well as novel sea food and meat products demonstrate a

significant potential in numerous markets. And as consumption of

olive oil grows, Greece is ideally positioned to respond in this sector

as it the third largest producer of olive oil in the world.

Advantages of Investing in Food and Beverage: low operating

costs; abundant raw materials; EU production standards and regula-

tions; access to the emerging growth markets of Southeast Europe

where Greek F&B companies have developed an extensive produc-

tion and distribution network; global trend to the Mediterranean diet;

highly experienced and qualified labour force; familiarity of Greek

consumers with international food products, brands and tastes.

Investment opportunities include boutique and niche market goods, the

entire gamut of mass market items, products marketed as "Mediterra-

nean," and the exploding organic food sector.

Specialty goods such as saffron of Kozani, mastiha from Chios, and spir-

ulina as a nutritional supplement are being recognized for their superb qual-

ity. In addition, well-known products including ouzo, feta cheese, and Greek

pistachios are establishing themselves in new markets worldwide.

Greece's universities and research institutes focus heavily on providing

assistance to the food and beverage industry. A number of highly special-

ised research centres assist manufacturers and processors in developing

innovative solutions to meet the needs of today's marketplace.

Success Story

Nestle Investing in Growth

Beginning in 1979, by produc-

ing bouillon cubes for local con-

sumption, Nestle in Greece has

expanded considerably. After

investing signif icantly in the

Greek market, Nestle today

produces its Classic line of cof-

fee along with Greek coffee un-

der the Loumidis Papagalos

brand. In addition, Nestle pro-

duces more than 90 mil l ion

units of ice cream and bottles

millions of litres of Korpi brand spring water. From Greece Nestle

exports to Western and Eastern Europe, North America, Australia,

and the Middle East.

Source: Investment and Trade Promotion Agency of Greece Enterprise

Greece S.A., Nestle, Wikipedia, foodplacefun.com, wallpapergang.com
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Latest SEE industrial projects

Eqtec Iberia is building a GE-pow-
ered biomass CHP plant in Bul-
garia

Eqtec Iberia, part of the Spanish holding compa-

ny Ebioss Energy, is building a biomass CHP plant

near the village of Stroevo, Bulgaria. The facility,

which is located in proximity to Plovdiv, is powered

by GE's Jenbacher gas engine technology and will

produce heat and power from straw and wood

chips, the Spanish company announced on its web-

site. The project named Karlovo was started in Oc-

tober 2013 and is planned to be finished by the end

of September this year.

The Karlovo plant is the latest project in

Ebioss' strategy to apply its Integrated Biom-

ass Gasification Cogeneration Power Plant

(IBGPP) technology throughout Europe. The

initiative is aimed to help countries increase

their usage of renewable energy sources.

Apart from Spain and Bulgaria, Ebioss Energy

develops projects in other European countries

such as Italy and Germany.

According to GE, the facility powered by syngas

from straw and wood chips will produce enough

electricity to power 2,000 homes. The company will

supply a total of three fuel-flexible, robust and high-

efficiency Jenbacher engines - one J612 and two

J620 units, for the the 5 MW Karlovo plant.

"The IBGPP plant we developed achieves a far

higher electrical efficiency than the thermal tech-

nologies traditionally used in a plant of this size.

This will enable us to deploy the IBGPP technology

economically with GE elsewhere in Bulgaria and in

other nations to help them enjoy greater energy in-

dependence and fuel diversity," Luis Sanchez, CEO

of Ebioss further explained.

Schaefer Kalk to implement a 30
million euro project in Bosnia and
Herzegovina

The leading German lime manufacturer Schaefer
Kalk Gmbh & Co is planning to initiate a joint manu-
facturing project with the B&H company BFS, part

of the Stanic Group, an official company announce-
ment states. The massive project, planned to be

located in Mostar municipality, is worth a total of 30
million euro and will open about 150 new jobs. The
entire production of the future facility will be export-

ed to markets in Africa, Asia and the EU, the Group
explained. It added the city of Mostar had been cho-

sen because of its proximity to the port of Ploce,
which would facilitate the whole export process.

The project was presented to German Chamber

of Commerce representatives during an official vis-

it to Stanic Group in Kresevo. "At the moment the

initiative is at preparation phase, which includes

obtaining certification on taking the test quantity of

limestone, after which a trial production will take

place in the BFS factories in Kresevo", Mostar city

authorities further explained.

A new nuclear storage to be built
near the Cernavoda power plant
in Romania

Romania plans to construct a new nuclear waste

storage in the town of Saligny, the National Agency

for Radioactive Waste (ANDR) announced. The fa-

cility will be located near the nuclear power plant in

Cernavoda and will require an initial investment of

40 million euro.

 "This deposit will be made for sure. We are ready

to make eight storage modules in the beginning,

with an investment of EUR 40 million, and, in time,

the plan is to expand the deposit on 40 hectares,

and then the investment will amount to a total of

400 million euro", ANDR added.

The financing for the implementation will be

supplied mainly by a special fund intended for

the storage of radioactive waste. All the radio-

active fuel is currently stored at where Baita Bi-

hor mines, where the only deposit of this type

in the country is located.

Ukrainian company to construct
water purification facilities worth
18 million dollars in Macedonia

The Ukrainian industrial company Energia

Ltd. plans to construct a water purification fa-

cility in the Technological Industrial Zone Sko-

pje 2 in Macedonia. The project will result in

the opening of 150 new job positions, the

Macedonian PM Nikola Gruevski announced.

It will cost a total investment of 18 million euro.

The construction is planned to begin in the

second half of 2014.

The newly registered Macedonian division of

Energia Ltd. will start operating the facilities

mid 2015, the Director of Technological Indus-

trial Development Zones, Viktor Mizo, added.

They will be built on an area of about 20,000

square meters for which the company has al-

ready secured a location of about eight acres.

The total volume of the annual production is

pre-estimated to be around 20 million euro

and it will be exported to countries in the Far

East, America and Africa.

"The work of Macedonian diplomacy remains

focused on the economy and attracting invest-

ments. This is a positive example that diplo-

macy can adequately and concretely contrib-

ute to attracting new investors," Macedonian

Ambassador to Ukraine, Ilija Isalkovski further

explained.

The Government of Montenegro
signed a guarantee agreement on
high-voltage cable with EBRD

The Montenegrin Ministry of Finance and the Europe-

an Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)

have signed a Guarantee Agreement worth 20 million

euro, the Government of Montenegro officially an-

nounced. According to the document EBRD will grant

Montenegrin Electrical Transmission System a loan,

which will be used for the construction and installation of

150 kilometers long high-voltage cable (400KW) be-

tween municipalities Tivat and Pljevlja.

The funds will also provide for the construction of

the power station in Lastva Grbljanska and recon-

struction of the power station in Pljevlja municipali-

ty. These steps precede a larger project which in-

cludes the construction of underwater power cable

between Montenegro and Italy. The implementa-

tion of all these activities is aimed at providing bet-

ter readiness of the local electro-systems in case of

major damages.

"Regarding development component of this

project, the Government of Montenegro is willing to

issue state guarantees solely for this kind of capital

projects which will contribute to the dynamics of

economic activities", Minister Zugic pointed out.

German Airbus supplier initiated
the construction of a new Turkish
plant

The German company Flammaerotec, part of

the Flamm Group, officially initiated the con-

struction of a new manufacturing facility in the

Turkish district Corlu, the country's Investment

Support and Promotion Agency disclosed. The

factory which will produce aircraft components

is located in the European Free Zone in

Tekirdag in northwestern Turkey.

The Turkish plant of Flammaerotec, a certified
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supplier to European aircraft manufacturer Airbus,

will produce parts for the Airbus A380 model. The

production will thereafter be exported to Germany

for assembly. The new facility will cost a total in-

vestment of 15 million euro and once it starts oper-

ating at full capacity, it will employ 300 people.

"Turkey is already home to a Flamm Group plant

in Cerkezkoy, Tekirdag which manufactures metal

parts for durable household goods. Turkey's wide

labor pool of professional managers and skilled la-

borers once again led us to choose the country for

a new production plant", Frieder Flamm, CEO of

Flamm Group, said at the official ceremony.

Italian textile company invests in
the renovation of its 3 Bulgarian
factories

The Italian textile manufacturer E.Miroglio an-

nounced its plans to renovate the three company

factories in Bulgaria, located in Sliven, Yambol and

Svishtov. The Miroglio textile companies export

their production to 65 countries. The factories' out-

put is sold to more than six thousand customers.

The major project will be completed until the end of

2014. The required investment amounts to over 28

million euro (55 million lv), part of which will be pro-

vided by European programmes.

The renovation includes the replacement of old

and amortized equipment which will lead to an in-

crease of the product range, company owner

E.Miroglio explained at an official presentation of

the investment. The project also involves the con-

struction of a new facility for the production of fab-

rics. In the plant an innovative technology which

had not been used in Bulgaria so far would be de-

ployed, Miroglio noted.

"By the end of this year we plan to reach a turn-

over of 240 million lv, and in 2015 we hope to earn

some 264 million lv", E.Miroglio stated. Since 2012

until now the Italian company has increased its staff

in the country by 300 people. Currently, the three

factories in Bulgaria employ a total of 2,300 people.

A biomass cogeneration plant
worth 35 million euro is being
constructed by Romanian Green-
prav

The Romanian power producer Greenprav has

officially started the construction of a biomass-fu-

eled cogeneration plant in the town of Busteni, Pra-

hova county, state officials announced for the me-

dia. The construction contract for the new plant was

signed in the middle of 2013. The facility is planned

to be operational in July 2015.

"The project is worth 35 million euro and will em-

ploy 140 people. 17 million euro of the total invest-

ment represent non-reimbursable funds. The other

18 million come in the form of a direct funding from

Greenprav", the company added.

The plant will use wood mass from the Busteni

region and will supply heat and electrical energy for

the Busteni resort, as well as for the industrial, com-

mercial and public sectors in the region. The town

will also benefit from the company's assistance with

environmental issues.

Dr.Oetker to construct its first
production facility in Serbia

Dr.Oetker announced it had officially started con-

structing the company's first plant in Serbia. The

facility will be located on 4.5 hectares of land in the

village of Simanovci, Vojvodina province. The

project which is planned to be finished in the next

year and a half is worth approximately 9,5 million

euro. Dr.Oetker's factory will meet the highest stan-

dards for food production and will employ 250 peo-

ple, the company said.

"The new plant will be comprised of four sections:

office, technical, production and storage. This in-

vestment is completely financed from the compa-

ny's own resources. The money will be invested in

the land and construction works alone, while the

equipment will be procured separately", Zoran Mit-

ic, Managing Director of Dr.Oetker Srbija stated,

cited by local media.

The new factory will produce Dr.Oetker and C

brend powder products for the markets of Serbia,

Montenegro, Albania and Macedonia with an an-

nual capacity of 6,000 tons. Dr.Oetker Srbija cur-

rently employs 185 people. The capacity expan-

sion would probably also lead to a staff increase,

the company said.

HP announced plans to build a
printer plant in Turkey

The leading global information technology cor-

poration Hewlett-Packard (HP) is planning to

build a printer and cartridge manufacturing plant

in Turkey, Filiz Akdede, HP Turkey's Personal

Systems and Printing Group Country Manager

publicly disclosed. The company currently oper-

ates a Foxconn factory in Corlu, northwestern

Turkey, which serves key regional markets such

as Eastern Europe, the Middle East and North

Africa. HP has been the leading brand in Tur-

key's PC and printer market for the last 12 years.

The company is also planning a capacity increase

in the Foxconn plant, which had turned out to be a

very successful investment, the HP executive point-

ed out. "The success of the Corlu plant has led to

production shifts from other plants. Impressed by

the Turkish plant's performance as a regional pro-

duction and export base, HP is looking into estab-

lishing a printer and cartridge factory in the coun-

try", Filiz Akdede added.

The Taiwanese electronics manufacturer Fox-

conn started producing HP-branded desktop PCs

in the Corlu plant in 2011. Its implementation cost

approximately 60 million dollars. So far the factory

has employed 400 people. Their number is expect-

ed to increase to 2,000 whenever the plant starts

operating at full capacity, the HP executive further

explained.

Daimler expands its production in
Romania

The global automotive giant Daimler announced

it has officially initiated the construction of a new

assembly plant in Sebes, Romania. Through this

large-scale investment project, worth over 300 mil-

lion euro, the carmaker will expand the Mercedes-

Benz in the country production by developing addi-

tional capacities for transmission assembly. The

new Mercedes-Benz 9G-TRONIC nine-speed au-

tomatic transmission will be assembled there. The

project, operated jointly with the local subsidiary

Star Transmission, will be fully implemented by

2016 and will open 500 more new jobs, the compa-

ny disclosed in a press release.

"The additional assembly capacities in Sebes

supplement our production operations at the Mer-

cedes-Benz Unterturkheim plant optimally. They

also are an important contributing factor in the eco-

nomics and the flexibility of our international pro-

duction network of Mercedes-Benz. With this set-

up we will successfully satisfy the continuing in-

crease in demand for automatic transmissions.",

said Markus Schafer, Divisional Board Member

Mercedes-Benz Cars, Production and Supply

Chain Management.

"The expansion of the Sebes location and the

connected further investments of Daimler underline

that we are on a good way in Romania and have

created an attractive investment climate. With this,

we aim to further extend our position as an impor-

tant automotive manufacturing location in Europe

and to create further new jobs", Victor Ponta, Prime

Minister of Romania stated at the official ground-

breaking ceremony.

Montenergo was granted addi-
tional 30 million for its smart
metering programme

European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment (EBRD) has granted an extra 30 million euro
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loan to Montenegro to support the country's large-

scale smart metering programme. The largest Mon-

tenegrin electricity provider Elektroprivreda Crne

Gore, based in Niksic, will use the funding to further

install smart electricity meters across the country,

local media reported.

Montenegro's smart metering initiative was initial-

ly launched in 2010 with the financial support of

EBRD, which then granted the country a loan of 35

million euro. It resulted in the installation of around

164,000 smart electricity meters, experts remind.

Riccardo Puliti, EBRD Managing Director for En-

ergy and Natural Resources said: "Investing in

smart metering and implementing smart grids are

key priorities for the EBRD. This project will improve

energy efficiency and reduce losses."

Draexlmaier to open a new facto-
ry in South Romania

The German car parts manufacturer Draexlmaier

announced its intentions to open a new factory in

the city of Pitesti, southern Romania. The facility

will produce components and wiring for the auto-

motive sector and will open 500 new jobs, the com-

pany disclosed.

Draexlmaier has been operating a total of five fac-

tories in the country, employing over 14,000 people

altogether. The company started its business in

Romania in 1993 and is currently one of the main

car producers in Eastern Europe. "The decision to

extend our business in Romania is natural given

the positive experiences we have enjoyed here

over the last 20 year," an official press release says.

Many global automakers such as Renault and

Ford develop extensive business and production

networks in the country. The French manufacturer

produces the Dacia model at a plant in Mioveni.

The plant sold over 350,000 cars last year in Ro-

mania and abroad. Ford manufactures its B-Max

model at the Automobile Craiova plant, where it

builds 370 vehicles and 1,000 engines a day.

Japanese cable manufacturer
Yazaki expands its business in
Bulgaria

The global automotive parts manufacturer and

supplier Yazaki is planning to hire 200 more peo-

ple in its factory in Sliven, said Tsvetan Dimitrov,

Yazaki's Production manager, during a press

conference of the municipal government. "800

people are currently employed at the company's

factory in Sliven. We expect this number to reach

1,000 in 2014", he stated.

The production base in Sliven occupies an area

of 13,800 square meters. The company bought the

facility in 2012 and therewith started its reconstruc-

tion to comply with the legal requirements and in-

ternal standards of Yazaki. The company is cur-

rently one of the leading businesses owners in the

Sliven municipality.

Yazaki Bulgaria Ltd. is 100% owned by the Japa-

nese company Yazaki Corporation. The global

company has the largest share in the international

market of cable equipment for the automotive sec-

tor. Yazaki has already invested over 30 million

euro in Bulgaria and employed more than 2,000

people. Yazaki Bulgaria Ltd. is one of the largest

employers in the Yambol and Sliven regions.

Ate Plast opened a new plant in
Stara Zagora

The leading Bulgarian plastic foil manufacturer

Ate Plast opened its new plant for flexo printing and

laminating in Stara Zagora. The project worth over

3.5 million euro is implemented under the Opera-

tional Programme "Development of the Competi-

tiveness of the Bulgarian Economy". Two high-end

pieces of technology - a flexographic and a lamina-

tion machine, have been purchased for the new

plant, 80% of which production will be exported,

the company said.

In 2008, to meet the rising demand for packaging,

Ate Plast made another major investment in its pro-

duction. The company bought a modern high-ca-

pacity three-layer installation which is based on in-

novative technologies for maintaining high and con-

sistent product quality.

Ate Plast is one of the largest polyethylene films

manufacturers in Bulgaria. The output is directed

to a number of sectors such as food processing,

construction, glass and chemical industry, cos-

metics, powders and detergents, medicine, agri-

culture and gardening. 80% of the company's

overall production is exported.

Bosch opened a new factory in
Cluj

The global electronics manufacturer Bosch offi-

cially opened its new factory in the Romanian coun-

ty of Cluj on May 9. The project has been awarded

with the "Automotive Electronics Speed Award" for

the record time it was build, the company an-

nounced in a press release. The opening of the

new production facility in Romania was specifically

scheduled to coincide with Europe's Day.

In the first phase of the project, which took and

investment of 77 million euro, Bosch construct-

ed a new research and production centre in Cluj

on an area of 38,000 sq. m, which led to an

opening of 325 new jobs. The company plans to

continue increasing the staff after the current ex-

pansion of the Cluj location. The new centre will

be part of the Bosch Automotive Electronics Di-

vision, which develops and produces electronics

for the automotive industry and other fields. The

Bosch Group currently has operations in Bucha-

rest, Blaj, Cluj and Timisoara.

Bosch started operating in Bucharest in 1994,

when it opened a company to distribute electric

tools, heating systems, security systems, safety

and communications, as well as automotive equip-

ment. In 1999, Bosch opened in Bucharest BSH

Electrocasnice SRL. In 2007, Bosch opened in Blaj

Bosch Rexroth, a production facility of linear tech-

nique, which in 2013 was expanded with a new au-

tomotive factory. In 2008, a Bosch communication

centre opened in Timisoara, the Romania news

agency Agerpres reminds.

BTB Bulgaria opened its second
clothing factory

The manufacturer of women's clothing BTB Bul-

garia officially opened its second production facili-

ty, located near Dulovo in south-eastern Bulgaria.

The textile company, based in Ruse announced it

had made the investment in order to considerably

expand its production.

BTB Bulgaria is one of the leading ladies' clothing

manufacturers on the Bulgarian market. The com-

pany exports more than 100,000 pieces of clothing

to Germany each month. The staff of the two pro-

duction factories amounts to 700 people.

Founded in 1998 and managed by the German

company owner Achim Bayerl, BTB Bulgaria has a

vast experience in producing women's wear. The

manufacturer is involved in the entire production

cycle - from product development through fabric

and accessories supply to production and delivery.

Mubea invests 20 million euro in
a new Turkish factory

The German automotive supplier Muhr und Bend-

er KG (Mubea) has opened a new manufacturing

plant in the western Turkish province of Manisa,

the Investment Support and Promotion Agency of

Turkey (ISPAT) reported. The investment in the

project amounts to 20 million euro.

The Manisa plant is built on an area of 31,000

square meters. The factory will produce suspen-

sion coil springs and stabilizer bars with an annual

capacity of 3.5 million pieces. The company plans

to double the output in the near future, aiming to

reach 4 million euro in exports. Some of the largest

customers of Mubea in the Turkish market include

Renault, Ford and Toyota.

The new facility is the German automotive suppli-

er's first greenfield investment in Turkey. The com-

pany is trying to boost its global presence with its

Turkish clients, Jeorg Neubrand, a board member

with Mubea, stated at the inaugural ceremony of

the Manisa plant. The Investment Support and Pro-

motion Agency of Turkey (ISPAT) supported Mu-

bea during its investment stages.

Sources: EQTEC, GE, Daimler, Sarajevo Times,

Romania-Insider.com, Independent.mk, Balkans.com,

invest.gov.tr, Novinite.com, Business Review,

ekapija.com, Energy Live News, Balkan Insight, In-

vest Bulgaria Agency, AGERPRES, TMS, ISPAT
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WIN AUTOMATION 2014

Industrial Exhibiton for Automation, Electrotech, Materials Handling, Hydraulic & Pneumatic

The 21st WIN Automation welcomed decision
makers of the sector at Tuyap Fair Convention and
Congress Centre between 19-22 March in order to
build new business contacts. The exhibitors com-
ing from 23 different countries took the opportunity
to present their latest trends to the visitors. This
year Italy brought an additional value as the "Eur-
asian Business Partner'' in the fair where Automa-
tion, Hydraulic & Pneumatic, Electrotech and Mate-
rials Handling sectors met under single roof.

7 Bulgarian companies participat-
ed at WIN Automation

with the support of BSME (Bulgarian Small and
Medium Enterprises Promotion Agency). "Each
stand could generate from 5 to 40 business con-
nections, most of the companies expect more than
one business contract for their participation. Some
of the participants from Bulgarian pavilion have dis-
tributors they are dealing with the expect to contact
new distributors on the market. The satisfaction lev-
el of the Bulgarian national pavilion was very high",
stated Mirella Tasseva from BSME International
Cooperation Department.

ELMOT JSC
ELMOT JSC participated at WIN 2014 in Istan-

bul, Turkey at the stand of Bulgaria. "At the exhibi-
tion we presented the following types of products of
ELMOT JSC:

� The electric wire rope hoists produced by our
company are with capacity up to 32 tones. We
presented a new type of explosion proof execu-
tion hoist with capacity Qí=3.2t and lifting speed
V=2.6/8m/min. This hoist has lower dimensions
and weight. The price of the hoist is lower but
the operating parameters remain the same.

� Geared motors for traveling mechanisms of
cranes, hoists and other lifting systems with
large number of gear ratios and output torque
M=120 to 755Nm. were presented by the small-
est type of the range designed with new motor.
We produce explosion proof geared motors as
well.

� The electric motors with conical rotor and power
from 0.12 to 45 kW for main lifting and travelling
mechanism of electric wire rope hoists, winches
and other lifting machines were presented by:
new series of electric motors with built in load
limiter. We presented our motor ÊÃÑ1608-4;
new type of double speed explosion proof mo-
tor AKK1305-12/4 Ex.

�We presented our biggest wire rope load limiter
BOT1250 for load Qí=12.5tones.

Our visitors were most interested in our electric
wire rope hoist and the electric motor with built-in
clutch against overload. WIN2014 is one of the
world's largest exhibitions. We had the opportunity
to see different products, produced from countries
all over the world. Unfortunately, we had some
problems with the information provided for the
stands of the companies. A problem for us was the
location of hall 9 - visitors could not find our stand
because of the isolated location of the hall. The
whole organization of the stand was perfect accord-
ing to the Bulgarian staff. We were able to make
video presentation of our company, which is strong
point in advertising. We are very impressed by the
exhibition and looking forward for new customers
for our production as well as new suppliers for co-
operation", commented Dipl. Eng. Elisaveta Nikolo-
va, Executive director of ELMOT JSC.

ELMOT JSC is established in 1968 and is based
in the ancient capital of Bulgaria, the city of Veliko
Tarnovo. Since its beginning, the main company's
activities include marketing, engineering, trade, re-
search and development, manufacturing, after
sales service of electric motors, electric wire rope
hoists, geared motors, crane components and etc.
The trading company of ELMOT JSC is ELMOT
EXPORT LTD.

NearSoft
The Hannover Messe 2014 in Germany and WIN

Automation in Turkey formed the ideal stage for
NearSoft to unveil its strategy for the next steps
towards the future of integrated manufacturing ( In-
dustry 4.0 ), stated Vladimir Filipov, manager of
NearSoft. "On the basis of its extensively integrat-
ed product portfolio for Manufacturing Operations
Management (MOM/MES) industrial applications,
the company plans to focus its future development
work on expanding its offerings, as well as consis-
tently driving forward development of its Digital En-
terprise Platform product - MOM4. New compo-
nents have been designed to allow simpler integra-

tion into web based Enterprise Content Manage-
ment Solution for Manufacturing in line with the
"plug 'n' produce" philosophy.

NearSoft offerings are aimed at equipping man-
agers with the necessary tools for implementing
ISO and Good Manufacturing Practices standards
as well as implementing a true Just-In-Time and
Lean Six Sigma in order to achieve Operational Ex-
cellence and better ROCE. A manufacturing opera-
tions management system like MOM4 addresses
all issues and not only coordinates the processes
but drills into detail in all four categories: Produc-
tion, Maintenance, Quality and Inventory. MOM4 is
a universal platform that improves operations
across any industry. MOM4 brings all operational
data into a single system that can deliver it to users
at all levels of an organization - from the plant floor
to the enterprise executive level. It keeps business-
critical data always online and available", commet-
ed Mr. Filipov.

"The NearSoft presentation at the fairs demon-
strated the new MOM4 products, to include the lat-
est standardized by ISO 62240 (ISA95) solutions in
Production Scheduling, Capacity Management,
Production Execution and Monitoring, Reporting
and KPIs, including workflow processing software
and Content Management System (CMS) features
for highest customer satisfaction in MES/MOM
projects. MOM4 Intranet Solution is a ready-to-use
intranet site you can easily install, configure and
start using within a few days. It's a perfect tool for
those who need an out-of-the-box MOM/MES in-
tranet solution or who want to have some starting
point they can build on. MOM4 is also a great web
development platform with many ready-to-use
modules. If you need a custom MOM/MES portal
solution, NearSoft provides you with a wide range
of features you can use instead of developing ev-
erything from scratch or integrating multiple prod-
ucts. The huge interest from our visitors is a clear
indication to us of the growing demand for an af-
fordable and configurable Manufacturing Operation
Management (MOM)", stated Vladimir Filipov, man-
ager of NearSoft.

WIN Metal Working exhibition bringing "Metal Work-

ing", "Welding" and "Surface Treatment" technologies

together under one roof will be held on 5-8 June 2014

at TUYAP Exhibition and Congress Center.
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METAV 2014 - a major platform on the metal
processing market

METAV 2014 has demonstrated that it is a major
platform on the metal processing market. Keen in-
terest in replacement and new investments is stim-
ulating business transactions. An attractive addi-
tional programme involving innovative topics and
presentations attracted the interest of trade visitors
from Germany and abroad. "METAV has proved
once again that it is an important catalyst for the
business relationships between manufacturers and
users of production technology", says Dr Wilfried
Schaefer, Executive Director of the METAV organ-
iser VDW (German Machine Tool Builders' Associ-
ation). "It is the first metal processing trade fair in
the year with comprehensive coverage, at which
the market leaders for machines and moulds/tools,
the major dealers and the manufacturers of re-
sources from measurement equipment to software
present their latest developments", Schaefer adds.
600 companies exhibited their products, solutions
and services at METAV in Dusseldorf from 11 to 15
March.

Most of the visitors to METAV came from industry,
followed by craft businesses, trade and services. Al-
most half of the industrial visitors operate in the ma-
chine and plant manufacturing field, while more than
one fifth were from the car industry or suppliers to it.
Both these industrial sectors together buy more than
70 per cent of total machine tool production. The per-
centage of visitors from precision mechanics and op-
tics in particular doubled by comparison with the pre-
vious event. "This is attributable, among other things,
to our new medical and measurement engineering
activities", explains Wilfried Schaefer.

Industry in Germany is planning to invest more
again in the current year. "METAV played a major
role here, because this is where trade visitors in-
form themselves about new products and prepare
their investment decisions", says Schaefer. The
considerably higher quality of the visitors compared
with the preceding events is exceptionally impor-
tant in this context. Almost every second visitor has
decision-making authority at his company and is
therefore responsible for investments and procure-
ment. They were very interested not only in ma-
chine tools but also in CAD/CAM solutions, testing
and measurement technology, precision tools, tool
making, mould manufacturing and rapid prototyp-
ing. More than 90 per cent of the visitors said that

they had reached the goals they had set them-
selves for METAV 2014. The experts were very sat-
isfied primarily with the range of innovative new
products and technical trends that were presented.

Many visitors even came to METAV with specific
investment plans. About two thirds said that they
intended to place orders directly at the trade fair or
after it. "We have been recording good order intake
at METAV and are expecting post-trade fair busi-
ness to be good as well", confirms Joachim Her-
berger from Yamazaki Mazak in Goeppingen. And
Alexander Miksch from Miksch GmbH in Goeppin-
gen was delighted: "We have held numerous tech-
nical discussions and have obtained unprepared
orders - something that is unusual for us."

All in all, METAV 2014 attracted more than 31,400
trade visitors to Dusseldorf. Most of the German
visitors came from the west and north of Germany
as well as from adjacent markets. "With METAV,
we are reaching a large number of our small and
medium-sized customers with between 50 and 200
employees in one of the biggest and most impor-
tant industrial regions of Europe", says Jens
Wunderlich from Profiroll Technologies in Bad
Duben by way of summary.

The attractive additional events about new issues
were one of the highlights of METAV 2014. Medical
engineering, generative manufacturing, quality as-
surance or Industry 4.0: plenty of visitors came to
the special stands and events. They attracted more
international visitors too. "The international spread
of the newly established contacts is a feature that
should be stressed", confirms Dr. Ulrich Sutor from
DMG Mori Seiki Medical Technology in Pfronten,
which exhibited on the special Metal meets Medi-
cal stand. Most of the foreign METAV visitors came
from Belgium, Austria, the Netherlands and Swit-
zerland. They accounted for a slightly higher pro-
portion of total visitors (12 per cent).

The Rapid Area was in great demand too. "We
have been able to establish contact with potential
new customers. I have been pleasantly surprised
by the great interest in our technologies - from the
media too", says Oliver Herrmann from RTC Rapid
Technologies in Mettmann. And Hendrik
Schonefeld from SLM Solutions GmbH in Lubeck

is delighted: "We are at METAV for the first time
and have been really enthusiastic since the second
day. We have had more contacts than expected
and have had very interesting discussions, particu-
larly about mould/tool manufacturing and the pro-
cessing of many different materials on our ma-
chines". Dr. Wilfried Schaefer from VDW adds:
"This positive response is confirmation of VDW's
co-operation strategy with Messe Erfurt, which in-
volves integration of Rapid.Tech and Fab.Con in
METAV from 2016 onwards."

About 30 different companies presented quality
assurance products and solutions for the first time
in the context of the Quality Road. "The Quality
Road has proved to be a big advantage. Visitors
who have a particular interest in measurement
technology have a specific place they can go to for
information", says Axel Schieren from Mitutoyo
Deutschland GmbH in Neuss. And Holger Reich
from Jenoptik Metrology Germany in Ratingen
adds: "We consider the Quality Road to be a good
idea. We are in agreement with METAV taking
place early in the spring". This positive response to
the Quality Road is further confirmation to VDW,
which intends to continue extending the concept
for the next METAV.

The special show for young people, a traditional
feature at METAV, once again attracted many
schoolchildren and their teachers as well as numer-
ous instructors from companies with its exciting pro-
gramme. Young people from vocational schools as
well as older pupils from technically oriented gener-
al schools were interested not only in career advice
from experts but also in contact to the companies.
"Our guided tour groups have been popular too",
says Peter Bole from the VDW foundation for the
recruitment of young people to the industry, which
organised the show. "We will be expanding this
special programme in future."

As VDW's longstanding partner, Messe Dussel-
dorf's conclusions about the first machine manu-
facturing event in the current year are positive too.
Company director Hans Werner Reinhard: "The
programme of machine manufacturing trade fairs
in Dusseldorf has got off to a good start with
METAV 2014. We are satisfied with how the trade
fair went and are looking forward to METAV 2016."

The next METAV is being held in Dusseldorf from
23 to 27 February 2016.
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HANNOVER MESSE showcases
the "Factory of the Future"

As HANNOVER MESSE 2014 drew to a close on Friday, 11 April, exhibitors
and organizers were able to look back on another successful event. Staged
under the keynote theme of "Integrated Industry - NEXT STEPS", the trade fair
focused on intelligent, self-organizing factories and the transformation of energy
systems. According to Dr. Jochen Kockler, member of the Managing Board at
Deutsche Messe: "Industry 4.0 will be with us sooner than many people would
have thought possible just one short year ago. The exhibitors at this HANNOVER
MESSE have demonstrated a clear commitment to negotiating the 'next steps'
on the road to the fourth industrial revolution, rapidly and purposefully." A total of
over 180,000 visitors came to Hannover to explore the future of industry and
invest in the latest factory and energy technology on show by some 5,000 exhib-
itors. This year's HANNOVER MESSE Partner Country was the Netherlands.

"The many and varied exhibits of Industry 4.0 plant and machinery made the
coming industrial revolution a tangible reality for those in attendance. HAN-
NOVER MESSE left no doubt about the rapid progress achieved, even over the
course of recent months," said Kockler. Many components which will be of cru-
cial importance for the new industrial manufacturing environment were on dis-
play at the tradeshow - which also showcased market-ready solutions and prod-
ucts addressing the key challenges of standardization and IT security. A large
number of demo installations gave visitors a first-hand view of products moving
through the various stages of production without any human intervention until
individual processing at the very end. Data security was another core issue at
the fair. "Forum debates on process and data security issues attracted several
thousand visitors, and industrial businesses will definitely be cooperating more
closely with international cybersecurity providers, to prepare factories for the
extensive integration that lies ahead," noted Kockler.

The focus of attention in the "energy halls" was on the transformation of ener-
gy systems. Future growth in the use of renewable forms of energy, decentral-
ized energy supply systems and intelligent distribution systems were high on the
agenda. Exhibitors presented technologies and solutions for the ongoing energy
transition, with displays lending firm shape to the energy systems of the future. A
stand-out example was a product from SAG GmbH - winner of this year's HER-
MES AWARD - for making it possible to progressively convert existing distribu-
tion networks into smart grids. Innovative energy storage technologies were
another core topic at the fair. These systems are used to store energy that is not
immediately required, for use in periods of peak demand. "The exhibitors have
shown us that concrete solutions for the energy transition are already available,"
observed Kockler. "Technology is the key to the energy transition, and that tech-
nology is on display right here in Hannover."

The keynote theme of "Integrated Industry - NEXT STEPS" also featured prom-
inently throughout Industrial Subcontracting - the trade fair dedicated to this all-
important sector of industry. "Component suppliers will be essential partners in
the creation of Industry 4.0 and energy technologies, and smart factories will
need smart components, sourced from innovative suppliers like the ones exhib-
iting their ideas here in Hannover. As champions of integration, component-
makers have already taken great strides towards the fourth industrial revolu-
tion," said Kockler.

HANNOVER MESSE 2014 attracted more than 180,000 visitors from more
than 100 different nations, matching the strong performance of 2012 - the most
recent year featuring a comparable lineup of shows under the HANNOVER
MESSE umbrella. Another standout feature involved the high percentage of
industry professionals and top buyers and decision-makers among attendees.
And the show's major international drawing power was evident in the fact that

more than one in every four visitors came from abroad, mainly from the Europe-
an Union (57 percent) as well as from South, East and Central Asia (20 per-
cent). In terms of individual countries of visitor origin, the Netherlands - as this
year's Partner Country - took first place, followed by China in second.

The next HANNOVER MESSE will be staged from 13 to 17 April 2015.
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